
800-923-9988 
Technology Support Products, Service and Solutions 

Create a revenue stream selling 
your obsolete IT hardware 

Secure IT Asset Disposition 

ON-LINE has the resources and expertise to help your company create a 
new revenue stream by selling your decommissioned or obsolete IT 
hardware. Provided there is still value, we will make you an offer, arrange 
secure data eradication, transportation logistics and buy-back your 
equipment, reducing the environmental impact of landfill disposal. 

Repurposing 

Repurposing allows for complete and secure data eradication without 
destroying the storage device. Clients can reuse eradicated drives and other 
storage media devices to lengthen the investment life cycle and cut costs 
from the purchase of new. 

All data eradication is done to Min Spec DOD5022.22M and Nist 800-88 
Standards with full Serial number reporting and a Certificate of Data 
Destruction provided.  Our portable test equipment allows the flexibility to 
perform data eradication at client locations. Proper data erasure allows you 
to maintain compliance with Sarbanes-Oxley, HIPAA (Health Insurance 
Portability and Accountability Act), GLBA (Gramm-Leach-Bliley Act), and 
other local and federal regulations .  

Shred & Recycle 

We offer a menu of At-Your-Site destruction options that empower our
customers to meet security compliance objectives while protecting the 
environment from hazardous material disposal. 

We manage the reuse or secure disposal of redundant IT equipment in an 
environmentally responsible way, maintaining 0% waste to landfill for end-
of-life assets.  

 

“We manage the reuse or safe 
disposal of redundant IT 
equipment in an environmentally 
responsible way, maintaining 0% 
waste to landfill for end-of-life 
assets” 

Why choose ON-LINE ? 
• Single source for IT logistical asset

disposition and data destruction

• Prompt payment from a company that has
been in business since 1987

• At-your-site tape, hard drive & other data
storage device destruction services

• Data eradication done to Min Spec
DOD5022.22M and Nist 800-88 Standards
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Asset Disposition logistics 

Logistics Network 

Our logistics network solves one of the most troubling problems for clients, secure, reliable 
transportation. IT assets inherently pose a unique challenge because of their high value and risk of 
date breach. ON-LINE’s logistics network offers a secure chain of custody. 

National Reach 

We utilize logistics centers throughout the US assuring close proximity to every metropolitan area. 
Our goal is to always ensure secure handling, dependability, and professional service by industry 
trained personnel.  

End-to-End Chain of Custody 

For customers demanding a more transparent method of tracking their assets in transit we offer end-
to-end chain of custody.  As an additional service option, we assign a logistics security specialist to 
travel end-to-end with the asset’s. Throughout the entire transportation process, those assets remain 
in our possession until they arrive at one of our secured processing centers for recycling, repurposing 
or complete destruction. The knowledge of vehicle location at any time, is made available via GPS.  

Secure end-to-end chain of custody is an important step in assuring compliance with data security and 
environmental management laws.  

Want To Buy Or Want To Sell? 

Through our Global Partner Network, we have access to over $100 million dollars of new, repurposed 
and factory-certified inventory.  Our customer support specialists can quickly help to find you the
right solution, at the right price,  and get it to you anywhere in the world, saving you budget money 
and valuable time. 

Contact us today! 

Please call or email one of our specialists with a list or the details of your needs.  We will 
get back to you promptly and will work hard to build your trust as we’ve done so with 
customers, since 1987.

Contact: Al Butters

Sales@online-computer.com 

“Subject: IT Asset Disposition” 

(800) 923-9988 ext 118
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